
Reviewing the Vivo U20 will be a little too early thing to do as the company has just launched the new model into
the market. But we have the prequel model the Vivo U10 that was released in September and we are aware of the
high-end features, the multi-cameras and not a very prominent change in the look but still the pretty good display
and resolution of the phone. And as the name indicates the Vivo U20 is clearly an update of the U10, so we can
expect the latest launch to fulfill with the specifications that it is promising to provide and a better upgrade to the
u10.
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The phone has done a pretty great job with the look, the flat but a glossy back look. But as all the new phones are
more inclines in giving the glossy like look, the requirement of getting a back case becomes more important.
When you have a phone that has a rough matte finished texture, you can't still be a little iphone charging dock
carefree of the phone not sliding through the surfaces and pockets, banging on the floor and breaking. But with
the glossy back phones, you can't stand a chance. Because of the slippery finish the phones these days are
attracted to the fingerprints and scratched when we hold or place the phone, and we can't just avoid them, we can
only shield it with a skin or a case.

So you should surely look for the phone case that has a hard texture and protects the phone from gliding from
your pockets and creating a mess out of nowhere.

Now coming to the most important feature that the Vivo is known for, its cameras. The 'camera phone' Vivo U20 is
equipped with a set of triple cameras that are surely going to give you some best pictures of the day. And this is
another reason why you need to buy a pair of good back cover for Vivo u20 as soon as possible. Not one, two but
for the three cameras only at the back and the front cameras that you need to look after the back cases are the
major necessity of the hour. As the cameras are like an extension and bulge out from the surface of the
smartphones, so when you place the phones on a surface, or in between other objects in your pockets, the lenses
attract the scratches like magnets, and thus ruins the best part of the phone.

So a hard plastic vivo u20 mobile case that has a little layer to it will protect the camera, not letting the lens collide
with the surface. There are amazing cases available in the market that will protect the phone's body, cameras and
also the jack holes from dust, scratches.

These days' people are more focused on the designs of the phone covers, so you can get some of the most
trending mobile cases from the famous online stores that are working hard to provide the latest designs in good
deals and at door services. You can keep a bunch of them to use alternatively with the color of your dress, and
also to keep giving the device a fresh look. No one is deprived of the trend that the phone cases are these days
setting. With the celebrities sporting new looks and creating a fashion statement while flaunting the contrasting
colored back cases, the cases have switched to be more about the look and have overshadowed other important
qualities.

Personalizing the look and enhancing the driving feeling of your vehicle is one of the fantastic pleasures of
possessing your own van, SUV or truck. There are a wide variety of auto accessories available on the market, it can
be challenging to narrow down which of them you might prefer to getting to update your vehicle. The following
six car accessories are those that we believe actually are the "must haves":

Car Covers - The very last thing you would like to happen to you is for its gleaming paintwork to get impaired by
the falling subjects or even bird droppings. By making use of an auto cover you can provide your car the
protection it requires from the heavy rain and hail, harsh summer sun, destructive objects falling from trees,
corrosive bird droppings or blown by the wind.

Floor Mats - It definitely is pretty strange that an product so common while a floor mat is an optional addition on
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many new vehicles. If you need to protect the inside of your vehicle and extend the life of the cabin's upholstery,
then floor mats are an important and rewarding investment. Floor mats can be readily selected from just about
every car accessory store and even in a lot of supermarkets.

Brake Dust Shields - With fashionable cars becoming more and more powerful and getting larger brakes. Applying
brake dust shields on the interiors of your wheels can help to keep the dust from accumulating on your bright
alloy rims, making maintaining your car clean much easier.

iPhone or MP3 Docks - Tape cassettes and actually now CDs are becoming very long in the tooth. Why don't you
make use of your iPhone or MP3 player in your car and spend money on a dock that enables you to listen to your
music through your auto speakers. Many docks also twice up as a hand-free device; it is much better than
speaking on the phone typically.

Cargo Liners - Just like floor mats for the passenger inner compartment of cars, cargo liners are a wonderful
accessory for maintaining the trunk clean and tidy as well. If you are frequently placing dirty shoes or tools in the
trunk of your car, for instance, then a cargo liner will preserve all that filth off the coating material and also
protecting against any scrapes and dents.

Heated Seats - Driving a vehicle all the way through the long winter season without heated seats can be torturous
to some extent, particularly when first getting into the car. Heated seats can create a trip in cold weather 10 times
more enjoyable.


